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Embracing differences in the Dual City
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Foreword

This project shows a quest for, on one hand, understanding the 
spatial organisation and dynamics of the city, and on the other 
hand, trying to find new spatial forms in the city. It is a quest 
for finding new relations with the underlying and surrounding 
landscape, but also new relations with the hardware of the city, 
the frame. On every scale, from regional positioning to small 
scale typology research, the project compared, evaluated and 
tried to invent new ways of maintaining and improving urban 
quality. By sketching, modelling, analyzing statistics, writing and 
looking at the city it became a quest with some new insights. 
The city of Haarlem was the project area, and sometimes also a 
play- and testing ground, for this project. In this portfolio, these 
insights are shared, discussed and reflected.

Andre Kroese
Edwin Hans
Sang Hyun Lee
Jasper Nijveldt

27 october 2010



2. emphazise qualities emphazise qualities + 
connecting framework 
and public riverfront

DUAL CITY? 1. equalize di�erences OR broken city? Fig 1.1 Summary
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Haarlem reveals itself as a typical Dutch city, with its 
typical characteristics and problems. It is a popular 
city to live. It’s close to Amsterdam and the Airport. 
The beach and dunes are nearby and most of 
the dwellings and services in the city have a high 
quality.  To accommodate the huge demand the 
municipality wants to expand. So, the municipality 
formulated a programme of 7000 new dwellings and 
260.000 m2 office space. But, as most Dutch cities, 
Haarlem needs to densify within the existing urban 
fabric. Simply because there’s no more open land 
to build on. In order to put the programme away, it is 
necessary to know the current qualities, weaknesses 
and opportunities of the city.

Spatial and social statistics gave a first clear 
and factual insight of the city. The city can be 
charaterized with the term ‘Dual City’. A term 
introduced by Manuell Castells (1992) and later 

further explored by Saskia Sassen. (2000) The West 
and East side of the river Spaarne, which flows 
through Haarlem, do have a different living pattern, 
income, mobility and household and moreover a 
different physical layout. But what is the cause of 
this duality? Can the differences be traced back in 
history? Are there besides the difference between 
modernistic and traditional architecture other 
spatial causes like the landscape morphology? Or 
the organization of the urban frame? This project 
concludes that the current duality is caused by 
these things, and strengthened by a process of 
globalization. 

But now comes the, for this project fundamental 
almost ethical, question? How do we deal with this 
duality? Do we want to equalize the differences? 
Or do we want to emphasize the qualities? We 
choose for the last. With a strengthened urban 

frame and dunes and water as forming elements, 
we think we can give Haarlem a coherent spatial 
structure. A structure that doesn’t reject differences, 
but embraces them; And more uses them to make 
Haarlem a city with a pallet of different and unique 
urban qualities. A city between dunes and water. 
(fig 1.1) The Structure plan of Haarlem embodies 
this thought. This Structure plan should be the basis 
for new developments and a frame to withstand the 
forces of globalization for the coming decades.

To clarify the implications of the structure plan on a 
lower scale four strategical parts are taken out and 
worked out individually.

Summary
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Landscape with a view of Haarlem probably painted from 
the dune edge by Jacob Isaackszon van Ruisdael (1651)
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Too present the line of thought, the following table of 
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1. DENSIFY ASSIGNMENT 
AND PROJECTS METHOD
The presentation of the municipality  on 30 August on the TU Delft 
gave a clear insight in the densification problem. The city cannot fur-
ther expand anymore outside the existing urban fabric. We investi-
gated the problem further and chose a method how to deal with this 
problem/opportunity.
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Fig 1.2 Box of programme next to Bavo Church in 
Haarlem. Box is 100x100 by 500 metres

Fig 1.3 New programme compared to existing
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Densifying assignment
7,000 dwellings & 260,000m² offices
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The municipality of Haarlem gives a strong 
message of the need to Densify within the 
borders of it’s region (2005). The ambi-
tion to house 7000 dwellings and further 
260.000m² of offices is needed if Haar-
lem want to hold and moreover improve 
its overall position within the Randstad. 
To visualize the programme a box of 100 
x 100 x 500 metres is made next to a fa-
miliiar building in Haarlem: the st. Bavo 
church. The graph bars show the pro-
gramme compared to the existing urban 
fabric. Especially the amount of new of-
fice space is interesting. More than dou-
ble the size of the current situation.
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villas- minimum density

high rise - max density

Fig 1.4 densification studies
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Densifying assignment
Densifying problem

These densification experiments show 
the problem we can’t extend. There’s 
not much open land available within 
the cities borders. And mostly this open 
land has a high recreation quality as 
well. If we spread out the needed pro-
gramme in different densities, the prob-
lem will show up. We can build in an 
VINEX density, but then we need al-
most the surface of the entire city cen-
tre. But we don’t have that open space. 
So we need to densify. 

openspace

VINEX - medium density
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Projects method

But how do we densify? One strategy is 
trieing to find te gaps and free spaces 
and scatter the programme around. The 
densification is finished when the 7000 
dwellings and 260.000 m2 office space 
is put way. This is a more quantity-
minded approach.

The other strategy is first getting to 
know Haarlem. Getting to know its char-
acter, know its history, know its prob-
lems and opportunities. And then use 
the programme to emphazise the char-
acter of the city. It is about testing the 
load capacaty of the city. This is more a 
qualitiy-minded approach. 

The result can be even more but also 
even less than the needed programme. 
The result is not only a quantitive densi-
fication, but also a qualititive densifica-
tion. A city full of qualities and space.

The second strategy was a guideline in 
the process. So the first step was get-
ting to know Haarlem. The next chapter 
deals with that.

Fig 1.5 Two different methods. 1. Dropping the programme in available places and 2. 
Using the programme to improve current charactiristics of the city
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2. STATISTICS DIAGNOSIS: 
DUAL CITY
To get not distracted by maps, subjective ideas en prejudices, we first 
focused on facts and figures. Social-economic and spatial statistics 
were investigated in order to get deep under the skin of Haarlem. To 
know what kind of city Haarlem these days is. A 3D model  of the whole 
city including floor spaces and figures from the CBS  supported this.



Bodemgebruik in Nederland vanaf 1996
Onderwerpen inhabitants Totale oppervlakte OPP KM2 Verkeersterrein Bebouwd terrein totaal groen green (m2) per inhab. Agrarisch Binnenwater DENSITY
Onderwerpen Totale oppervlakte Totaal verkeersterre Totaal bebouwd terrein Totaal agraTotaal binnenwater

Regio's Perioden ha ha ha ha ha
Nederland 1996 15493889 4152618 41526 112503 304823 564562 364 2360382 355267 373
Nederland 2000 15863950 4152803 41528 113039 318330 572340 361 2326047 357440 382
Nederland 2003 16192572 4152795 41528 114268 328867 577792 357 2304074 359815 390
Nederland 2006 16334210 4154307 41543 115955 337927 580335 355 2285799 362628 393

Amsterdam 1996 718119 21236 212 1220 7448 2765 39 2996 5379 3382
Amsterdam 2000 731288 21907 219 1266 7645 2902 40 2946 5409 3338
Amsterdam 2003 736562 21907 219 1310 7629 3038 41 2825 5314 3362
Amsterdam 2006 743079 21944 219 1343 7789 3051 41 2807 5352 3386

Dordrecht 1996 116196 9945 99 404 1802 1903 164 3563 1944 1168
Dordrecht 2000 119821 9945 99 407 1849 1899 158 3342 1992 1205
Dordrecht 2003 120043 9945 99 436 1874 1967 164 3105 2033 1207
Dordrecht 2006 118821 9945 99 450 1896 2120 178 3046 2031 1195

Haarlem 1996 147617 3211 32 194 1748 458 31 464 272 4597
Haarlem 2000 148484 3211 32 202 1741 468 32 435 280 4624
Haarlem 2003 147097 3211 32 212 1702 497 34 439 280 4581
Haarlem 2006 147015 3212 32 208 1700 484 33 440 286 4577

Leiden 1996 116224 2316 23 189 1310 341 29 323 118 5018
Leiden 2000 117191 2316 23 195 1316 343 29 316 116 5060
Leiden 2003 117689 2316 23 191 1327 354 30 292 120 5082
Leiden 2006 118069 2316 23 199 1315 356 30 275 130 5098

Curitiba 1996 1300000 430 20 3023
Curitiba 2000 1501000 430 25 3491
Curitiba 2003 1710000 430 40 3977
Curitiba 2006 1800000 430 52 4186

WHO MINIMUM 26

HAARLEM LAND USE netherlands AMSTERDAM LAND USE DORDRECHT LAND USE LEIDEN LAND USE
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Goals masterplan Curitiba

- limiting central area growth
- more en better connected 
green 
- public transport

At first glance density maps of the Nether-
lands show a familiair idea: Haarlem is one 
of the densest places in the Netherlands 
(fig 2.1). Also in land use Haarlem is to-
gether with the similar city of Leiden most 
of the cities land is build. More than half. 
Compared to, for example, a similar city 
on the south of Rotterdam, Dordrecht, two 
times more is built area (fig 2.2). In a com-
parison with the Brazilian city of Curitba, 
a well-known example of sustainable city 
planning, not much has changed the last 
decade. Green per inhabitant and density 
have stabilized, where in Curitiba a strik-
ing catch is made. This catch is mainly 
caused by big infrastructural, social and 
landscape projects, therefore in this stage 
we will not further zoom in on the case of 
Curitiba. In the individual parts more at-
tention will be paid to Curitiba.

But what do the statistics show when 
we zoom in to the city itself? Do we still 
see the same pattern?

Haarlem
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Fig 2.2 Land use of Haarlem compared to other cities

Fig 2.1 Haarlem as one of the densest places
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Fig 2.3 summary of statistics showing differences east 
and west12

Statistics
diagnosis

Spatial

Social-
economic
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The previous page showed that Haarlem was one 
of the densest places in the Netherlands, but if we 
zoom in on the city itself a different image shows up. 
When we make a distinction between the east and the 
west of the river Spaarne some interesting differences 
become clear. 

West and east have a similar surface area, but when 
we calculate the BVO, the west has more than 20 % 
BVO. And therefore has a higher FSI. When we only 
take the usable green (parks and recreation) the east 
has more than 30% green per dwelling. If you look at 
the water the difference is even more significant. If you 
look at the land use a different profile pops up. The 
east is more oriented on the water, is less hardened. 
But needs more infrastructure for this.

On the scale of the Netherlands, Haarlem is not only 
one of the densest places, it has also one of the highest 
average incomes. But again when we zoom in on the 
city itself big difference show up. 2/3 of the people 
of Haarlem live in the west. The average income is 
almost twice as much as in the each. The east is far 
below the Dutch average. The difference in social aid 
is striking. And, almost two times more elderly live in 
the east.

Therefore we can conclude that, although it looks 
that Haarlem on a nationwide scale is dense en 
rich, the city scale shows big differences between 
the east and west of the river. Haarlem is a Dual 
City. The next chapter tries to understand  the 
forces that caused this duality.

Haarlem
DUNE      WATER     &

diagnosis: DUAL CITY
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What is the spatial reason for the dual city? The reason for the con-
temporary urban form? To answers these questions we focus on re-
gional position, history, landscape morphology, infrastructure, den-
sity and typology.  On every subject (frame, landscape and density) 
first the problem is formulated, then the strategy to tackle this, the in-
terventions we propose and the result. The results of each subject is 
the basis for the Structureplan 2040.

&

14

3. SPATIAL PROBLEMS, 
STRATEGY, INTERVENTIONS 
AND RESULT 
- FRAME
- LANDSCAPE
- DENSITY



On a scale of the Netherlands, Haarlem is a part of the 
Randstad. This most dense place of Europe en the fourth 
densest place in the world is the basis of the economy of 
the Netherlands. Two systems can be determined within 
the Randstad. The southern wing, which has more the 
spatial structure of a mosaic. With cities as Rotterdam, 
The Hague and the port. And the northern wing, wich 
is more focused on Amsterdam. Haarlem is part of this 
northern wing. It is one of the cities around Amsterdam 
and thus focuses on that city.

A closer look at the network in the Randstad shows 
main infrastructure as the A4 and the HSL railroad as 
the backbone of the Randstad. Along this line transport-
dependent functions exist, like Schiphol and the Zuidas. 
Haarlem doesn’t lie in the middle of this. Its close, but 
misses the main developments.

On the other hand, the main quality of Haarlem within 
the Randstad is its living within the landscape. With the 
dunes and sea nearby. Thus Haarlem is a popular town 
for people who find Amsterdam too busy and big. The 
same function Haarlem has are the towns on the east of 
Amsterdam, like Hilversem and the Gooi.

Haarlem
DUNE      WATER     &

Analysis
regional position

14 15

REGIONAL POSITION - ECONOMY
: PART OF AMSTERDAM -SCHIPHOL  NORTH 
WING

REGIONAL POSITION - NETWORK
: OUTSIDE OF RANDSTAD DYNAMIC

REGIONAL POSITION -NATURE
: ENCAPSULATED LANDSCAPE



Analysis
historical evolution of city form

1940 2010
16

1670 
City on the Spaarne
Haarlem started as a little town on the old dunes. These 
dunes were the higher parts and the sand was a steady 
soil for building. Where the old dunes and the river met, 
Haarlem started. It had a perfect location. The river natu-
rally connected to the Haarlemmermeer en thus with the 
sea. Because of that Haarlem started to grow rapidly. A  
road connected to Amsterdam and one road followed the 
old dune. Where those two met, the church the st. Bavo 
was placed. It became the centre of the city.

1870 
City on the Dunes
For two centuries Haarlem didn’t expand much outside 
the city walls. This changed with the construction of the 
first railroad in the Netherlands and a canal to Amsterdam. 
Haarlem started to grow in a linear direction southwards 
on the sandy dunes.

1940
City between sea and polder
After the drainage of the Haarlemmermeer, the port func-
tion of Haarlem lost weight. But the living quality of the 
ridges of the dunes were discovered. New lush dwellings 
were build and Haarlem grew further in a linear way.

2010
City between the sea and Amsterdam
After second world war the city grew explosively. The peat 
lands on the east of the river Spaarne were being build 
according the modernistic principles. Also on the east a 
large business area connected to the highway was con-
structed.

1670 1870 



Model of landscape morphology showing 
the city shaped by the elements of water and  
dunes. The landscape was the basis for the 
city form.

`̀ The city of Dunes and Water`̀

Haarlem
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Frame

STRATEGYPROBLEM

+49%

18

North-south oriented
The history analysis shows that Haarlem grew according its natu-
ral morphology, this means a north south oriented city.  Parralel to 
the the coastline. Because of this, the long north-south lines are 
dominant. This causes some problems. Fig 3.7 shows the bad 
reachability between east and west. Because of the lack of strong 
east-west connections a lot of pressure is on the city centre, result-
ing in many traffic jams at the entrance of the city. But the problem 
is getting even more extensive.  Because the dynamic zone of the 
Randstad is found on the east of Haarlem most traffic is also east-
wards orientated. According to calculations in the coming year 49 
percent  extra traffic eastwards is expected (2009).

Strengthening East-West connections
Because of  these problems, the strategy is strenghtening the 
east-west connections.  Three main possible connections can be 
made. The railroad zone (the middle) is already explored by the 
municipality. The northern line some adjustments can be made, 
like upgrading an existing bridge. Especially the southern one is 
problematic, but can have a huge impact on the city (see strategi-
cal project for more information)
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INTERVENTION RESULT

18 19

Tweaking the frame
This map above shows the interventions need to be made. The 
red lines show roads that need to be upgraded and made suit-
able for fast traffic. The green ones can be downgraded in order to 
release some pressure off the city centre.

The result is an improved east-west connection. A new circular 
route around Haarlem shows up. 



Landscape

West has a strong relationship with land-
scape, East doesn’t
The history maps show that the west of the river the city grew 
more organically. The result of this is a strong relation with the land-
scape. The zone around the river Spaarne has some problems 
with backsides of buildings. The late modernistic extensions show 
a bad relationship with the polder on the east. Also the typologies 
on the east don’t follow the landscape polder morphology of long 
lines, ditches, popular trees en vistas. This doesn’t have to be 
problematic, but is more a missed opportunity. 

STRATEGYPROBLEM

Relate the east to polder and water qualities 
and make a front to the river Spaarne
The main problems are located in the east. The strategy consist of  
making better connections to the polder, introducing new ditches, 
canals and new polder dwelling typologies. In a strategical work-
ing out a more detailed solution is presented. The backsides of 
buildings and public space along the Spaarna can be re-oriented 
to the river. In the strategical project of the city centre a more de-
tailed attention is paid to this.
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RESULTINTERVENTION

Water as forming element
While in the west the sand and the dunes are the forming elements 
wich gives a specific urban quality, in the east water is shaping 
urban form. With long canals, vistas and some new connections 
a more specific urban sphere will arise.  The strategical  projects in 
the east will pay more detailed attention to this. 

The result is a city with a reoriented relationship with the landscape. 
A city with different qualities. A city of dunes and water. This new 
landscape framework is a basis for interventions
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Density

Gradual density
The historical parts of the city are still the densest places in the city. 
According to the north-south growth of the city the densest places 
are on the old dune along historic lines. Also the pattern of res-
taurants, bars, shops and other functions still follow these historic 
lines. The east where there are many 11 story flats has still a low 
density. This gradual density doesn’t have to be a problem, but  
some interesting places to densify are still open, mainly in east-
west direction.

STRATEGYPROBLEM

Densify east-west and around interesting 
public spaces
Because the density is mainly north-south, the strategy is to densi-
fy perpindacular on this. Along the new east-west connections. On 
the places where those two meet some interesting public spaces 
show up, like a central park, and public riverfront. The Haarlem-
merhout for example can function as a central park for Haarlem  
with a high density around it. In the strategical project some new 
typologies are investigated to densify without having to build in 
highrise.
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terrain footprint lagen BVO FSI stadsniveau FSI weefsel GSI OSR Green light Green park Water Stoepen Infrastructure inhabitants dwellings bvo per green and water 
Haarlem 32107079 4933803 3,068181818 15137804,66 0,47 0,70 0,15 1,80 7560532 1570477 3137805 12358365 2106333 147640 69400 103 177

Schalkwijk 7342061 859559 5 4297795 0,59 0,82 0,12 1,51 1861363 427924 949379 2616534 627302 31520 15040 136 215

Duinwijk 1978617 266446 3 799338 0,40 0,64 0,13 2,14 672833 139438 51962 731260 116678 5130 2400 156 360

Oude stad 1607162 662752 4 2651008 1,65 1,63 0,41 0,36 67916 31618 135672 628785 80419 12370 6935 214 34

Spoorbaan 1838122 366013 3 1098039 0,60 1,02 0,20 1,34 111492 50293 44966 1139199 126159 15080 7115 73 29

Haarlem Oost 7740592 1352885 2,25 3043991,25 0,39 0,59 0,17 2,00 1691200 300818 1076843 2864756 454090 20570 9690 148 317
-bedrijventerrein 4732349 818921 1,5 1228381,5 0,26 0,44 0,17 3,19 1000634 106165 773498 1656418 376713
-wonen 3008243 533964 3 1601892 0,53 0,76 0,18 1,54 690566 194653 303345 1208338 77377

Haarlemmerout 2465366 439764 3 1319292 0,54 0,81 0,18 1,54 348365 358741 104629 1123666 90201 11700 5205 113 156
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Westoever 1557305 463004 3 1389012 0,89 1,09 0,30 0,79 48437 17658 183515 765158 79533 16260 7380 85 34

Bodemgebruik in Onderwerpen total opp verkeer m2 bebouwd m2 groen m2 green (m2) agrarisch m2 binnenwater DENSITY 
Onderwerpen

Regio's Perioden
Nederland 1996 4,153E+10 1125030000 3048230000 5645620000 364 23603820000 3552670000 373
Nederland 2000 4,153E+10 1130390000 3183300000 5723400000 361 23260470000 3574400000 382
Nederland 2003 4,153E+10 1142680000 3288670000 5777920000 357 23040740000 3598150000 390
Nederland 2006 4,154E+10 1159550000 3379270000 5803350000 355 22857990000 3626280000 393
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RESULTINTERVENTION

New dense public spaces
When zooming in on the existing urban fabric, some places pop 
up that are interesting to densify.

The result is shown on top of the landscape map. Not only the 
centre now attracts city life, but more places. According to each 
specific place a unique and dense place arises. Like the central 
park. The Schalkwijk centre with water canals and ditches. And 
the central river front.

Haarlem
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Intervening in the structure of the city
When combining the interventions on each subject, the main 
focuspoint in development till 2040 becomes clear. The east  
has the biggest challenges  for 2040. With some major tweaks 
in the urban frame a city will arise that embraces differences. 
This is shown in the profile maps. The future profile shows a 
diverse and rich land use. In the east the role of the water is 
emphazised. In the west some new interesting public spaces 
are introduced.

The major tasks for 2040 are:
- Strenghtening the east-west connections
- Re-estabilish the relationship with the polder and water in the 
east.
- Densify along these east-west connections
- Densify around public parks and riverfront

These tasks may look simple, but can have a major impact 
on the city. The next chapter shows the structure plan as a 
whole. In the strategical projects the impact is shown on a 
lower scale.

INTERVENTIONS

CURRENT PROFILE FUTURE PROFILE
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INTERVENTIONS IN STRUCTURECURRENT STRUCTURE 2010
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4. STRUCTUREPLAN 
HAARLEM 2040

The previous excercies lead to a complete structureplan. A structure-
plan that can be seen as an answer to the diagnosis of the dual city.



STRUCTURE PLAN 2040

The structure plan acknowledges the dual 
city of Haarlem. West and East do have a dif-
ferent character and it embraces the differ-
ences. Parks, public riverfronts and recrea-
tive city edges will be collective places. And a 
strong urban frame connects the city. With al-
ternating densities, from public and busy city 
centres, to  quiet nature. A sustainable struc-
ture for 2040.  A structure that can guide and 
judge future developments. A city of dunes 
and water!

2. emphazise qualities emphazise qualities + 
connecting framework 
and public riverfront

DUAL CITY? 1. equalize di�erences OR broken city?

Haarlem
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Structureplan qualities
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Sphere collages of strategical parts of the 
structureplan. In the individual working outs 
more detailed images are produced

Dune park in the west

New canal in the east

Public square in the formal prison

Haarlem
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Individual part
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A:  Jasper Nijveldt,  West-East connetion

B - Sanghyn,Lee
waterfront of city centre

C -Andre Kroese 
Schalkwijk

D - Edwin Hans 
Waarder polder

A

B

C

D



Individual part
relation between individual parts
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The projects are chosen because these 
places can have a big impact on the future 
city. Also the relation between the projects is 
that they deal mostly with the eastern part of 
Haalrem. According to the structureplan, it is 
here that most interventions are needed. The 
ringroad connects the parts.

Amsterdam

Amsterdam

Bloemendaal

Zandvoort

IJmuiden

masterplan Waarderpolder

masterplan Schalkwijkm

masterplan 
East - West connection

masterplan 
Waterfront

Haarlem
DUNE      WATER     &
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RICH LIVING



RICH LIVING

This strategical project deals with 
improving the east-west connection 
in Haarlem. The result of this project 
is a masterplan of the total east-west 
connection. Four strategical places are 
taken out. Each place is worked out the 
same. A plan, a birds eye view, a critical 
detail, a hand drawing and materialization.

The general structureplan gives 3 tasks 
for this project area (fig 1.1 & 1.2):
-       Improving the east-west 

connection
-       Improving relation with the 

landscape
-       Densify
The building up of the masterplan is in 
three steps according to these three 
tasks.

Haarlem
DUNE      WATER     &

Fig 1.2

Fig 1.1



Frame 
improving east-west connection

B

A

PROBLEM STRATEGY

INTERVENTION
Today the connection from the high-
way is bad. (fig 1.4).  Because of this 
the entrance of the city centre is domi-
nated by traffic jams. A major traffic line 
is splitting the monumental park in two 
halfs, leaving this park fragmented 
and not fully used. (fig 1.3)  Two op-
tions are researched for a new con-
nection (fig 1.5). One going straight 
trough Schalkwijjk and one with a di-
rect connection through a tunnel. The 
impact on the city frame of option B 
is far more (fig 1.7) By making a tun-
nel, the road splitting the park can be 
moved and combined to the edge of 
the park. This intervention is an impor-
tant  step for the structureplan.

BA

Step 1

Fig 1.4

Fig 1.3 Fig 1.5

Fig 1.6 Fig 1.7



RESULT
The result is a major improvement for the 
city frame. A fast connection from the east 
to the highway is now possible.  The tunnel  
has a big influence on the total accessibilty 
of Haarlem. Also there’s now less pressure 
on the city centre. Traffic can flow freely 
from east to west (fig 1.8). 

Another advantage is that the central park 
becomes one space. A few design inter-
ventions can strenghten the public char-
acter of the park: A new Grand Canal  be-
comes a central public space in the park.  
This Grand Canal is placed in an existing 
sightline between two monumental build-
ings. Around this Grand Canal public func-
tions like the existing deer park and a new 
public beach can be placed. On the Grand 
Canal rowing games can be held in sum-
mer and ice skating in winter.

Haarlem
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Fig 1.5

Fig 1.8Fig 1.7



Landscape 
improving relation with the landscape

PROBLEM STRATEGY

INTERVENTION
In the first step the frame is optimized for fast traffic. The 
second step is improving the accessibility of the land-
scape. Today this is a big problem. The polder is hardly 
reachable, the riverfront is not always public accesible 
and the east is totally disconnected from the dunes and 
the central park (fig 2.2). Therefore a slow network is 
introduced. This slow network can be seen as a coun-
terpart of the fast network from step 1. In this strategy 
important public spaces like the central park, the polder 
edge and riverfront will be reached (fig 2.3). The river-
front is nowadays dominated by sport fields. By moving 
these fields to the polder edge a centrally located public 
water space will pop up and also giving the polder an 
extra destination.By giving more space to the water, dif-
ferent islands will pop up, giving Haarlem an extra and 
unique urban sphere. Improved routes lead to the river-
front. And two new slow traffic bridges connect the east 
and the west. (fig 2.4)

Step 2

Fig 2.2

Fig 2.1 Fig 2.3

Fig 2.4



RESULT
The result of the interventions is a steady  
frame that connects landscape and city. 
The two new slow traffic bridges that con-
nect east and west are critical interventions. 
These bridges connect the east, Schallk-
wijk, with the west in a slow more human 
way.  The new central water islands are an 
unique addition to the urban quality of Haar-
lem. Right in the heart of the city the land-
scape, the flowing of the water, is felt dra-
matically. Some islands can be very public, 
some islands can be very secluded.

This landscape frame (2.5) with different 
public spaces is the basis for the densifica-
tion operation in step 3.

Haarlem
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Fig 2.3

Fig 2.5



Densify 
densifying east-west

PARK LIVING

ISLAND LIVING

POLDER LIVING

STRATEGY
Step 3

The landscape and the infrastructure frame is the basis for densification.  For 
this densification different typologies are designed and tested. Tested on urban 
quality and quantity. Along major traffic lines, like the Schipholweg, the building 
can be densified with blocks with collective courtyards. Also by introducing new 
polder dwellings on the east, a closed park will arise.(POLDER LIVING) Further 
near the riverfront along new slow routes some new typologies related to water 
are introduced. (ISLAND LIVING) And finally around the central park a denser 
living environment is introduced (PARK LIVING) (2.7)

Fig 2.6

Fig 2.7



Masterplan 

RESULT MASTERPLAN
The result is the masterplan. To clarify the 
impact of the masterplan on a lower scale, 
four different places are worked out. Each 
place shows a different urban and living 
quality that will arise. Every place shows 
also a different relation with the landscape 
and the city. The coming pages show these 
four places. (fig 2.8)

Park Living

Island Living

Business Living

Polder Living

1

1

2

2

3
3

4

4
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PARK LIVING 

The new central park gives an opportunity for unique living. The 
aim to feel the park right into the living room. A barcode typology 
is chosen for this (fig 3.2). Every front door is close to the central 
park. Small collective squares guide public life. In the central park 
itself the new Grand Canal will have an attracting function. A new 
beach together with the extisting deer park, will provide some re-
laxation a (3.5). The walking paths are made of light concrete. If 
the sun shines hard, the paths reflect the light, thus giving a bright, 
beach feeling right in the heart of the city (3.7). A crucial detail is 
the edge of the Grand Canal (3.6). Like in Versailles this can be a 
major strolling area of seeing and be seen. This is where the city 
shows itself.

CENTRAL PARK EDGE PLAN & BIRDSEYE

1

Fig 3.1

Fig 3.2 Fig 3.4

Fig 3.3



HANDDRAWING GRAND CANAL

CRUCIAL DETAIL MATERIALISATION PUBLIC SPACE
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Fig 3.4

Fig 3.3

Fig 3.6 Fig 3.7

Fig 3.5



ISLAND LIVING 
LIVING ON CENTRAL ISLAND PLAN & BIRDSEYE

2

The central water island will give an addition to Haarlem. The 
dwellings on the central island will even be unique in typology 
(4.2). These living qualities are nowhere else to be found in the city. 
Each dwelling has its front door to a collective pond. The ponds 
together with existing ditches will make a cosy network (4.3). The 
possibility to have a small boat in front of the door makes it even 
more interesting. A crucial detail is the new slow traffic bridge con-
necting east and west. (4.6) On this bridge a broadening takes 
care for a small stop. These bridges are part of a slow network 
connecting the polder with the dunes (4.5). The materialization 
emphazises the flowing of the water, toghether with the informal 
qualities of dark wood.(4.7)

Fig 4.1

Fig 4.2 Fig 4.4

Fig 4.3



HANDDRAWING GRAND CANAL

CRUCIAL DETAIL MATERIALISATION PUBLIC SPACE
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Fig 4.4

Fig 4.3

Fig4.6
Fig 4.7

Fig 4.5



3BUSINESS LIVING 
LIVING AND WORKING IN POLDER PLAN & BIRDSEYE

The business district in the polder is located on a strategical place. 
The district is trough the Schipholweg directly connected to the 
highway. 10 minutes away is the airport schiphol. Also the district is 
located between Schalkwijk and the eastern park (5.4). The busi-
ness district is a mixed environment with dwellings, shops and 
businesses. The typology is very urban (5.2). Grouped blocks with 
courtyards, little squares and gardens gives a interesting contrast. 
(5.3)  The streets are guided by new polder canals (5.5). A crucial 
detail is the edge of the canals (5.6). In order to feel the polder 
water, no obstacles are places. A good reference are the canals 
in Delft. The materialization emphazises the contrast between fast 
and slow, hard and soft and inside and outside. (5.7)

Fig 5.1

Fig 5.2 Fig 5.4

Fig 5.3
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HANDDRAWING GRAND CANAL

CRUCIAL DETAIL MATERIALISATION PUBLIC SPACE

Fig 5.4

Fig 5.3
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Fig 5.5



2POLDER LIVING 
LIVING AND WORKING IN POLDER PLAN & BIRDSEYE

At the edge of the polder new dwelling typologies are introduced. 
Following the long lines of the polder each dwelling has a garden 
at the water (6.3). The dwellings are a collection of two-in-a-row, 
free standing and urban villa’s (6.2). A crucial detail is the transi-
tion between the garden and the polder (6.6). Wide wooden stairs 
guide to the water. Each dwelling has the possibility to achor a little 
boat here. There is a direct connection to the Ringvaart, thus giv-
ing the possibility to sail everywhere in the Netherlands (6.5). The 
materialization is natural. The parking places are half hardened 
and the fences are made of plants and wood.(6.7)

Fig 6.1

Fig 6.2 Fig 6.4

Fig 6.3
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HANDDRAWING GRAND CANAL

CRUCIAL DETAIL MATERIALISATION PUBLIC SPACE

Fig 6.4

Fig 6.3
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Jasper Nijveldt 
RICH LIVING
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The quantitative densification of this design is:
- 4000 extra dwellings
- 180.000 m2 new office space
This is 65% of the total asked programme. 
Also the design adds:
- 3000 new trees (mainly planted along routes)
- 25 ha of water
- 3 ha of new infrastructure.

But also its a densification in quality:
- Central Parks
- Landscape connected
- Unique typologies
- Improved infrastructure
- Public waterfront.

The design shows a possible densification 
perpindacular to the dominant north-south 
orientation of the city, thus providing interesting 
new urban spaces and a better connected city and 
landscape. Its has denser connections, a denser 
landscape, denser recreation, denser working. 
This is RICH LIVING!

Fig 7.1



New riverscape 
of Haarlem

Sanghyun Lee
Tutor: Jing Zhou
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Landscape strategy of Haarlem
•	 river Spaarne & Liede

different landscape 
along the river

different waterfront 
for each districtbased on ‘Dual city’
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current situation
diverse characters along the river

agricultural green

Each waterfront of Spaarne & 
Liede has different character re-
lated to both side of the river 

private green
wetland
park
facilities with green
green with windmill

a. polder landscape

b. wide water space + polder landscape
   + inderstrial area

c. polder lanscape + villages

d. polder lanscape + linear villages 

e. polder lanscape + wetland 
   + villages

f. polder lanscape + linear villages
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strategy
consolidating each quality

a. polder landscape

b. water, landscape connection

c. lanscape connection + villages

d. transition between green &      
    village+landscape connection

e. water, wetland

f. polder lanscape + linear villages

junction 
between W-E

The strategy for whole riverscape 
in Haarlem is emphasizing exist-
ing qualities and improving land-
scape connection.
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Urban riverscape strategy
•	 river Spaarne

new waterfront 
gradual change 
urban -landcape

connection between
West - East
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Connetion & Urban character
creating new connetion W-E based on Masterplan

part b. city centre 

part c. southern neighbourhood 

part a. nothern neighbourhood + industrial area

part d. southern neighbourhood + green

new connetion

existing connetion
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Current situation
4 part by urban character

•	 waterfront occupied by car, industry
•	 low density along the river 

•	 waterfront occupied parking
•	 low activities on waterfront

part c

•	 waterfront occupied by parking

part d

•	 green waterfront
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+
-

+
culture
leisure
green

part a

creating waterfront as  space 
for more acitivities & gradual 
change from urbanized area to 
green northward

car lane
parking

Strategy
part ‘a’
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Strategy
part ‘b’

part b 

+

+
culture
leisure
green

- car lane
parking 

part b

creating waterfront as a space 
for more acitivities  and also 
the core of culture & leisure in 
Haarlem
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Strategy
part ‘c’ & ‘d’

part c

+

+

part d

+

+

green
leisure
culture

green
leisure - parking

part c

•	 maintaining current water-
front 

•	 reducing parking on the wa-
terfront 

part d

•	 maintaining & emphasizing 
current quaility as a green 
waterfront
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 New waterfront as a junction   
 between west and east

new waterfront 
with culture, Leisure

stepping stone 
to industrial area

connection between
West - East
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Current situation

problem 2: behind of waterfront

problem3:	trrafic	occupied	waterfront

problem 1: not oriented toward waterfront

parking  car lane  car lane    parking

car lane  parking   car lane     car lane    

existing elements: 2 landmarks & 1 possible landmark
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Possibility
basic network + landmarks
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Strategy
strong basis &  connection

reinforcing back side of 
waterfront
(creating basis)

connection between 
West & East basis

creating landmark on 
the waterfront

new waterfront development

create	space	defined	by	building

intervent street space toward waterfront

improve street for pedestrian

Culture
(concert hall,museum, etc)
Leisure
(urban park, marina, etc)

Mixed use 
(mainly residential +commercial, business)

Business

Idea sketch
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Planning toward new waterfront
2010
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Planning toward new waterfront
step 1. improvement on the rear of waterfront
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Planning toward new waterfront
step 1. improvement on the rear of waterfront

A.	Re-defining	spcae	by	builing B. Change streets for pedestrian

1. main squre of central station

existing

existing

re-defined	space

re-defined	space

2. sqaure of historical monument
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Planning toward new waterfront
step 2. connection toward waterfront
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Planning toward new waterfront
step 2. connection toward waterfront

A. intervention for connection to waterfront

new block

B. new bridge connection
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Planning toward new waterfront
2040 (completion)
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Planning toward new waterfront
2040 (completion)
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Planning toward new waterfront
2040 (completion)

pedstrian         new waterfront new waterfront with deck       new waterfront

pedestrian              new waterfront with green                           new waterfront

                          new waterfront with one-way car lane                          new waterfront with one-way car lane
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Planning toward new waterfront
2040 (completion)
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Schalkwijk
Andre Kroese
Tutor: Jing Zhou

waterrijk
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Boerhaave-
wijk

city centre
Haarlem

Vijfhuizen 
Hoofddorp
Schiphol (zuidtangent)

Meerwijk
Europawijk

Molenwijk
Heemstede

Waarderpolder

Amsterdam

Analysis
neighbourhood and infrastructure

Schalkwijk (31,000 inhabitants 
(source CBS)) was designed 
in the sixties to be a self suf-
ficient ‘city’ next to Haarlem. 
The four neighbourhoods are 
grouped around a centre which 
contains a hospital, offices and 
a shopping mall. A ‘green belt’ 
embrace the neighbourhoods.
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Analysis
Schalkwijks ‘hard borders’

Schalkwijk 2010

HARD BORDERS

water

green

dwelling

public buildings

space for new typologies and 
activities

INTERWEAVE Schalkwijk 2040

SOFT BORDERS

The hard borders of Schalkwijk 
are typical for the modernistic 
neighbourhoods of the sixties. 
This separation of functions 
can be improved by making 
transition areas between the 
borders. 
These  so called ‘soft borders’ 
can be used for new typologies 
and activities that could give 
Schalkwijk a new image. Besi-
des that, water could serve as 
a guide between the different 
areas as well as buffer zone for 
heavy 
showers.  
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Analysis
Schalkwijk profile 2010 - 2040

Profile Schalkwijk 2010

Profile Schalkwijk 2040

The city profile of Schalkwijk is 
characterized by flat buildings 
at the outside of the area and 
a low shopping mall as centre. 
To create a real ‘heart’ of the 
city, the mall will be replaced 
into a centre with an outdoor 
shopping street, living and 
other functions. The borders 
between polder landscape and 
city will be less hard. New dwel-
ling typologies providing a bet-
ter transition between lands-
cape and neighbourhood.
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 What is missing in Schalkwijk nowadays / what could be improved?

 - Low quality of public green 

 - Insufficient connections with the green landscape / polder

 - Hard borders between functions

 - Lacking of diversity (building types, functions, green etc)

 - A shoppingmall as centre of the area (open between 8:00 AM and 6:00 PM) 

Adding more water in Schalkwijk for quality and as bufferzone1

2

3

4

5

Replacing the ‘hard borders’ into ‘soft borders’

Densify and improve the quality of the build area

Making a representative entrance to the city center

Making a centre with a mixed program as heart of the area

Conclusion
5 steps to make Schalkwijk ready for the future
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1. Water
current situation and new situation

Water will be an important 
factor in the master plan of 
Schalkwijk. Not only because 
of the need for extra storage of 
water, it can also be a quality 
for the neighbourhood. It could 
work for instance as a guide 
trough the areas and as mee-
ting place for different kind of 
activities around the water. 
By adding water, the ideas of 
the sixties neighbourhood spa-
cious open areas between the 
building blocks - will not be da-
maged. At the same time it re-
duces the accessible amount of 
poor public green space, which 
will give the left over areas the 
needed pressure to be public 
space with a high quality. 
Adding water can be the first 
intervention of the master plan 
2040. It can be quite easily ac-
complished in the coming 5 
years. It will give the area al-
ready a new image.

current situation               new situation
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Masterplan
masterplan 2040

current situation
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2. Borders
mixing the program

Mixing the program in the se-
lected area will result in new 
kinds of functions  and activi-
ties.
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2. Borders
slow traffic

A new East - West connec-
tion between the polder and 
Heemstede creates an attrac-
tive bicycle lane. Besides that, 
a new pedestrian area con-
nect the hospital with the of-
fice area and the new centre of 
Schalkwijk
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Crossing Semmelweisstraat / Professor Eijkmanlaan

Professor Eijkmanlaan

Semmelweisstraat

flatSemmelweisstraat

Professor Eijkmanlaan

Professor Eijkm
anlaan

2. Borders
analysis of the area

The flat buildings are bloc-
king the possibility to open the 
landscape towards the build 
area. Therefore they can be 
demolished - also because of 
the poor quality of the dwel-
lings - to create space for new 
dwelling typologies based on 
the relationship between pol-
der and city.
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2. Borders
impression polder living and canal living

By opening the polder towards 
the neighbourhoods, new dwel-
lings can be build in the tran-
sition zone. For instance the-
se veranda dwellings, private 
dwellings in a public area. 

Densifying between the exis-
ting towers creates a human 
scale on street level. Besides 
that, it create possibilities to 
make new entrances for the 
towers, which will give them a 
new appearance.

polder living               canal living between towers
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3. Densify

buildings that can stay...

hospital

offices

towers

densify and adding different typologys in the area

polder living

densify to greate a 
human scale in this area

making the centre more lively 24 hours a day

working and living

semi-public quartyards / safety

poor quality flats and rowhouses

not a real ´heart´of the area

blocking the view

buildings that can be demolished...

demolishing and densify the area
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Amerikaweg

shopping mall

Crossing Amerika weg / Azieweg

officesofficeszuidtangent

Azieweg

Amerika weg 

A
zi

ew
eg

 

4. Entrance
analysis of the area
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public green flat parkingwaterpublic greenroadsparking areaoffices

4. Entrance
profile Amerikaweg

waterpublic greenroadsoffices dwelling dwellingsemi public gardenmixed functionspedestrian area

The Amerikaweg functions 
as a entrance to the centre of 
Schalkwijk, but the appearance 
of this road is not very attrac-
tive. The street profile of the 
current situation illustrates that. 
Because the Amerikaweg will 
be con-tinued all the way to the 
Waarderpolder, the street will 
be even more important. By 
densifying along the street and 
planting more trees, the street 

current situation

new situation
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4. Entrance
impression Amerikaweg

current situation                      new situation
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Width shopping street Ypenburg 
10 - 18 meter

Width shopping street Den Haag 
5 - 6 meter

5. Centre
analysis of shopping streets

Because the existing introvert shop-
ping mall of Schalkwijk is closed 
between 6 pm and 8 am, it does 
not function as a real centre. Besi-
des that, the enormous parking area 
around, and the appearance of the 
exterior of the mall are not attractive 
to visit the mall. By building a new 
‘heart’ of Schalkwijk, this problem 
can be solved. This new heart con-
sist besides an outdoor shopping 
street and market square, dwellings 
and other functions. This program 
provides 24 hours a day an open 
and interesting heart of Schalkwijk. 
The shopping street will be the 
backbone of the centre. During re-
search on shopping streets in diffe-
rent cities, it was interesting to see 
that especially the shopping streets 
in the old city centers are functio-
ning really well. That is because the 
streets are quite narrow. The new 
developed shoppingstreets have 
most of the time widths of more than 
10 meters. This is too much to make 
an attractive street. Living on top of 
the shops however is much more 
attractive because of the amount of 
daylight and the quart yards inside 
the building blocks, which the old 
city centres are missing. The goal 
for me was to design an attractive 
city centre for shopping as well as 
for living. By combining the nar-
row streets and the differentiation 
of buildings with the quart yards of 
the modern centres, I hope to create 
an interesting centre for living and 
shopping.  
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5. Centre
shopping street

market
square

bus station

square

offices & hospital

living areawaterpark

living area

living area living area

terrace

bus station

square

terrace

market
square

The marketsquare functions as 
a crowd puller at the end of the 
shopping street.

Spacious and quiet quart yards 
are functioning as opposite of 
the crowdie and narrow streets 
of the shoppingstreet.
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5.Centre
impression shopping street
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Conclusion
impression relation landscape and density
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Diagonose + Project Strategy
Living and Working in an Urban Landscape

Waalderpolder is a neglected 
business area but located 
at a prime location between 
the river the Spaarne and the 
polder (recreation) landscape 
as well as connected to regional 
infrastructure.
This area can be transformed into 
a better place with working and 
living quality next to and within 
the landscape.
For this to happen new 
landscape and infrastructural 
connections need to be made with 
waalderpolder’s surroundings.
Thus waalderpolder establishes 
a new relationship with the 
landscape which brings forward 
special qualities to work and live  
in or right next to. Waalderpolder 
will specify itself as having the 
living&working in the landscape 
qualities within Haarlem.

0. Current condition
1. Tune infrastructural frame
2. Draw in landscape qualities
3. Urbanize periphery of new landscape
4. Haarlem Waalderpolder 2040

0.

4.

1,2,3.
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Frame
Problem + Strategy

Problem:
The internal infrastructure is 
fragmented, there is a lack of 
a clear order and hierarchy of 
roads.
From regional road the passing 
by traffic are directed straight 
into the city center, this is 
unnecessary.
Waalder polder does not have 
a direct connection with the rest 
of East Haarlem. The relocation 
of the train station further 
accomodates a broader yield 
than the Ikea only.

Strategy:
Strengthening existing grid 
structure and connect it with 
two infrastructural splines of 
Waalderpolder: A city axes leading 
to Schalkwijk and a regional road 
connection passing through from 
the Amsterdamsevaart.

Interventions:
1. Strengthening existing grid 
structure
2. Tunnel under the rail tracks
3. Relocate the existing car 
bridge
4. Introduction of a pedestrian/
bicycle bridge

Problem

2. 3.

Strategy
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Frame
Result

A clear infrastructural network 
which will channel further growth  
of the urban fabric.
Less passing through traffic in 
Haarlem and more passing by 
traffic.
A city axes connecting the heart 
of Waalder polder with the heart 
of Schalwijk, thus generating 
a infrastructural backbone in 
Haarlem East.
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Landcape
Accesibilty problem

Schalkwijk is encapsulated 
by it’s surrounding landscape, 
the waterfront and the polder. 
However, the effective acces yield 
of the surrounding landscape 
is very small due to poorly 
connected infrastructure.
The white area’s in the map show 
the part of the map wich are 
connected with the landscape 
feature.

Relationship with the Spaarne Relationship with the Polder
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Landcape
Strategy: Emphasize existing qualities
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Landcape
Strategy: Emphasize existing qualities

The qualities of the landscape 
already exist.  But they will 
be emphasized and be made 
accesible.
A redevelopment on the 
waterfront will create a unique 
area characterized by water. The 
polder will be made transparant 
by drawing in the qualities of 
recreation and working and living 
in the polder into the urban fabric 
of the Waalderpolder.
This part of the Waalderpolder 
will be characterized by a unique 
polder quality of open green 
space, urban edges and objects 
in space.
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Landcape
Intervention: Polder park carpet

Extending the channels for more 
m2 waterfront gives the west side 
of the Waalderpolder a strong 
water identity. 
The polder landscape is being 
pulled into the urban fabric and 
awaits to be further urbanized 
around the edges. Public space 
for recreation will remain, polder 
parks. The existing buildings 
located at this place will have to 
be demolished or will vanish in 
time. 
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Density
Problem of densifying at the Waalderpolder

2009 2020 2030

0

50000

100000

150000

200000

Residents Dwellings Jobs m2 offices *10

The municipality of Haarlem 
gives of a strong message 
of the need to Densify within 
the borders of it’s region. The 
ambition to house 7000 dwellings 
and further 260.000m2 of offices 
is needed if Haarlem want to 
hold and moreover improve 
its overall position within the 
Randstad network of cities in the 
Netherlands. 

Both shown scenario’s for 
densification are unsatisfactory.

Scenario 2. Max 
dense, only occupies 
one already empy plot 
but will result in towers 
80m high.  

Scenaro 1. Max spread, 
typology needs to 
seize the surrounding 
landscape

The orange box 
implicates the volume 
needed for 260.000 
m2 ofice space and 
is hovering above the 
Waalderpolder.
As an indication of 
how much space it will 
occupy two scenario’s 
will follow.
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Density
Strategy and Intervention

The polder parks function as a 
structural element around which 
densification of buildings will take 
place. This will great a sharp 
urban border around the polder 
park and a few buildings within 
the park will highlight its function 
within. These buildings within 
the park are mainly creative 
work studio’s and other small 
offices. Around the egdes of 
the parks are mainly dwellings 
and some combination of small 
offices within a housing block. 
Together creating a work&living 
environment within the polder. 

This work&living environment 
within the polder can not be 
build in the way Haarlem used 
to make buildings. The current 
housing typologies found in 
Haarlem indicate a low density 
not adequate for a new dense 
district. New, denser, typologies 
will have to be designed to be 
able to house all the respectivly 
260.000m2 offices and many 
dwellings. New Haarlem Urban 
Landscape Typologies will have 
to emerge.

Strategy Intervention

Existing typologies The villa

The row house

The block

The slab
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Structure plan
Haarlem Waalderpolder 2040

Landscape is accesible and 
extended into the urban frame 
from the Waalderpolder. A 
rich and diverse work&lliving 
environment emerged within the 
polder characterized by water 
and or polder.
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Master plan
Density: Result, 1800 dwellings (1/4 of total program) + ALL OFICE SPACE
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Master plan
Straight from the district center to the polder
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Master plan
Polder kasbah Courtyard
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Master plan
Artist’s pavilions at the Urban Landscape
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Master plan
Iconic architecture in the central district
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